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K2 Systems presents certified mounting systems at EnerGaïa 2018
This year, Montpellier welcomes more than 5,500 visitors to EnerGaïa, the French forum for
renewable energies. In addition to innovative products and concepts, the participants will discuss
topics related to wind and solar energy. In the photovoltaic hall B2, K2 Systems will present its
various mounting systems which, thanks to a special certification, are suitable for the roofs of
France. These include the MiniRail short rail system for trapezoidal sheet metal roofs and the
SingleRail System for pantile roofs.

ETN - Enquête de technique nouvelle
The ETN certification completes the DTU 40.35 norm, Domaine Technique d'Utilisation, which must be
observed for French roofs. The MiniRail and SingleRail mounting systems have this ETN certificate, are
therefore DTU-compliant and enable fast, reliable mounting of the solar modules.
The MiniRail short rail system for trapezoidal sheet metal roofs has ETN certification, which is issued by
the ALPES CONTROLES Bureau. The certification applies to the entire system in combination with
common solar modules. The SingleRail System has been certified by SUD EST PRÉVENTION and is used
for mounting on tiled and slate roofs, corrugated fibre cement and corrugated sheet metal. The ETN
applies to the combination of the SingleRail mounting rail and the CrossHook 3S, 4S, 4S+ roof
fasteners, hanger bolts, solar fasteners and the roof hook for slate roofing.
"As an engineer and through my many years of experience in the PV industry, I am very familiar with
the special features of the French roof and also with the national requirements. Thanks to the ETN for
the MiniRail and SingleRail, we offer an efficient solution for the most common pitched roofs," says
João Monteiro, Responsable K2 Systems France.

Visit us at the EnerGaïa at booth A2 in hall B2.
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About K2 Systems
As a manufacturer of mounting systems for solar technology, K2 Systems has been developing innovative system solutions for
the international photovoltaics industry for 14 years.
130 employees work on cost-efficient and trend-setting mounting systems for roofs across the world at the German
headquarters in Renningen and the seven branches in England, France, Italy, South Africa, Brazil, USA and Mexico. International
customers and partners are convinced by the high quality and functionality of the proven mounting systems for installation on
pitched roofs, flat roofs or ground mounted and special projects.
The longstanding experience, the service-oriented principles, as well as the personal touch in all dealings ensure that K2 Systems
is the ideal partner.
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